
 

 
A.  Card Keeper Box 

 
 

This pretty box is a great way to organize your cards for birthdays and other events.  
  
Supplies Used: 

 Stamps – Polka Dot Pieces for flower, Project Life Day to Day for months 

 Ink – Black  

 Card stock – Basic Black, Whisper White & Back to Black dsp 

 Accessories – Simply Scored & Diagonal Plate, Artisan Label, 2 3/8” scallop 
and 1 ¾” scallop & 7/8” scallop circle punches, small oval, 1 ¾” circle and ½” 
circle punches, Pearls jewels, dimensioals, Organza white ribbon, sticky strip 
adhesive tape 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Directions: 
 

1. Cut out the two pieces for the main box from Black card stock, scoring as 
shown on the template here and in the photos below. Here’s the first one 
measuring 7” X 11”.  Score at ½”, 3”, 8” and 10 ½”.     

 

  
 

 
 

2. Then to get the diagonal score lines I used the Diagonal Scoring plate, scoring 
from the 8” mark down to the right.  Flip the card stock over to do the other 
side.  Or you could use a ruler marking the edge 2 ½” down from the upper 
edge.  Then but off the diagonal pieces with a scissors or paper trimmer. 



 
 

3. Add the sticky strip as shown above.  
4. Next you see the other piece you’ll need measuring 6” X 7 ½”.  Score at ½” 

and 3”.  Turn and score ½” from each edge.  Trim off the excess card stock as 
shown in the next photo.   
 

 

 
 



 
 

5. Adhere the two pieces together like below.    
6. Punch a half circle in the front with the 1 3/8” circle punch.   

  



 
7. Cut a 3” X 12” piece of designer paper to wrap around the front and sides.  

There will be a gap of 3” in the back.  Cover that up by adding another 3” X 4” 
piece of Designer paper. 

8. Wrap the Organza ribbon around the designer paper with the ends meeting in 
the front where you’ll add your flower. 

 

 
 

 



9. Stamp the Polka Dot flower onto a piece of White scrap paper and punch out 
with the 1 ¾” scallop circle punch.  Adhere that to a Black 2 3/8” scallop circle 
punched piece and then to a White 2 3/8” scallop circle piece.   

10. Add a Black 7/8” scallop circle piece over the center and for the center, 
stamp another flower and punch out just the very center with the ½” circle 
punch.  Add a pearl jewel to the center.   

11. Cut a strip of Black card stock measuring ½” X 4”.  Cut banner ends in 
this and add behind the flower.  Adhere to the box with dimensionals.  

12. To create the tabs with stamped months, stamp each month’s stamp 
onto White card stock and punch out with the small oval punch. (I cut my 
stamps apart so I could stamp them separately.  You could use markers also.) 
 

 
 

13. Cut out twelve 4 ¼” X 5 ½” Black card stock pieces for dividers.  
14. Adhere the oval pieces to Black Artisan label punched pieces with 

dimensionals.  Adhere these pieces to the Black dividers like you see above 
and place inside the box.   

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
***Print out the three pages of 
calendar inserts included in the 
tutorial email on white card stock.   
Cut them into 4 ¼” X 5” pieces to 
insert them in front or behind each 
month’s divider.   


